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Structure of North Atlantic Languages 
Noun Class III and Valency I 

 

From our last class: 

Case Study:  Seereer 

              Table 1.  Subset of Seereer Noun Classes 
 Sg Pl  
o/ o-kuuɗ -guuɗ ‘thief’ 
o/ o-kiin -wiin ‘person’ 
o/ o-teew -reew ‘woman’ 
o/xa o-fes xa-pes ‘young man’ 
o/xa o-xoor xa-qoor ‘star’ 
o/xa o-jan xa-can ‘horn’ 
a/ a-ndok -tok ‘room’ 
a/ a-ngas -kas ‘well’ 
a/ a-mbeel -peel ‘pond’ 
a/a a-cek a-cek ‘chicken’ 
a/a a-caf a-caf ‘foot’ 
a/a a-tooq a-tooq ‘crow,raven’ 
/a -xoox a-qoox ‘head’ 
/a -ɓil a-ɓ̥il ‘rock’ 
/a -gac a-kac ‘pebble’ 
/ -mbaal -paal ‘sheep’ 
/ -njong -cong ‘bed’ 

 

       Seereer 
(1) a.  a-tooq   a  gara           (‘3’ = third person) 

       CL-crow 3  arrive.SG 
      ‘A crow arrived’ 
 

   b.  a-tooq    a  ngara 
       CL-crow  3  arrive.PL 
       ‘Crows arrived’ 
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Basis of Noun Class Assignment 

Cross-linguistically, there are four patterns, broadly speaking of noun class assignment: 

 Semantic 
Gubëeher  (Cobbiinah 2014)  

gu/ha diverse gu/ha- xunum ‘finger(s) 
 ‘long organs’  teep ‘foot/feet’ 
   huun ‘bone(s)’ 
   bil ‘lip(s)’ 
     
bu/i diverse bu/i- niin ‘egg(s)’ 
 animals, pots, 

locations, round 
objects 

 meleŋgut ‘pot(s)’ 

   luxum ‘pot(s)’ 
   duux ‘pot(s)’ 
   lax ‘ear(s)’ 
   laax ‘buttock(s)’ 
   xaŋgen ‘garden(s)’ 
   jof ‘forest(s)’ 
   hai ‘circle(s)’ 
   luulu ‘crown(s)’ 
   baloŋ ‘ball(s)’ 
   luut ‘termite hill(s)’ 
   kufunum ‘balloon(s)’ 
   gof ‘head(s)’ 
   ruul ‘mouth(s)’ 
   guux ‘knee(s)’ 
   gur ‘rice storeroom(s)’ 
   xubb ‘chamber/hut(s)’ 
     
si/mun trees si/mun- deex ‘wooden plate’ 
   run ‘shrine’ 
   han ‘medicine’ 
   déén ‘boat(s)’ 
   sook ‘wooden fish trap(s)’ 
   tilo ‘tilo tree(s)’ 
   jukum ‘jukum tree(s)’ 
     
sin/ñan strings sin/ñan- cind ‘cord(s)’ 
   tillo ‘string(s) from tillo 

tree’ 
   jukum ‘string(s) from jukum 

tree’ 
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   mañ ‘iron string(s)’ 
   kal ‘tail(s)’ 
   liiñ ‘spider web(s)’ 
   moot ‘cotton thread(s)’ 
   diinaum ‘rope(s) for well’ 
   jid ‘voice(s)’ 
     
u/ñan humans u/ñan soog ‘slave(s)’ 
   tuuta ‘ancestor(s)’ 
   nam ‘king(s)’ 
   cér ‘witch(es)’ 
   diigen ‘man/men’ 
   dikaam ‘woman/women’ 
   niig ‘healer/clairvoyant(s)’
     
ran/ñan heterogeneous ran/ñan- nob bundle 
   kébul hip 
   dimb veranda(s)’ 
   basa ‘mat(s)’ 
   no ‘bad person(s)’ 
   kulox ‘rooster(s)’ 
     
gu/ha/ja grasses, plants gu/ha/ja- rude ‘vine(s)’ 
   liban ‘stick(s), wood’ 
   ndëb ‘root(s)’ 
   fos ‘grass’ 
   ritay ‘thatching grass’ 
   gëb ‘water lily’ 
   foon ‘wild basil’ 
   rac ‘mangrove wood’ 

 

 Morphological Classification 

Morphological classification occurs when the morphology of a noun determines which class it 
falls into. 

Wolof  

Nouns with the –in suffix are in the wi-class: 

(2) dox  dox-in   w-i    "the way of walking"      walk (V)  way of walking (N) 
 

(3) a.  fecc               ‘dance (V)’ 
   b.  fecc        b-i   ‘the dance’ 
   c.  pecc       m-i  ‘the dancing’ 
   d.  pecc-in   w-i  ‘the way of dancing’ 
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 Phonological Basis 

In Wolof, often, the class consonant is identical to the initial consonant of the noun (McLaughlin  
1997):1 

(4) a.   jigéén   j-ii    ‘this woman’ 
   b.  góór     g-ii  ‘this man’ 
   c.  wundu  w-ii ‘this cat’ 
   d.  muus    m-ii ‘this cat’ 
 
 There are no languages in which phonological properties are the sole basis of noun 

classification. 
 

Noun Classifier Systems 

In noun classifier languages, a “classifier” occurs with the noun inside of a noun phrase.  

 Perhaps the defining property of noun classifiers is that they are non-agreeing devices for 
categorizing nouns.   
 

       Jakaltek (Mayan; Guatemala) 
(5) a.  xil    naj        xuwan  no7              lab’a 

           saw  cl.MAN  john      cl.ANIMAL   snake 
        “John saw the snake” 
 
    b.  kaj    te7            tahnaj    ixpij 
         red    cl.PLANT   ripe       tomato 
         “The ripe tomato is red” 
 
       Yidiny (Australian; Australia) 

(6) a.  jarruy    durrguu   
           cl.BIRD    owl 
       “mopoke owl” 
 
     b. buri       birmar 
         cl.FIRE    charcoal 
         “(hot) charcoal” 
 

 The presence of noun classifiers is independent of the presence or absence of other 
constituents in the noun phrase. 

 

                                                            
1 Marchese 1987 describes Godié, a western Kru language for which noun class assignment is at least partially 
phonologically driven by the final vowel of the noun: 
 

Class ɛ a  

final V ɛ,e,i a,ә,u̶, i̶ o, ɔ,,u 
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We saw earlier that in noun class/gender languages, the class to which a noun belongs is 
expressed on items besides the noun.  That is, even for languages in which noun class 
membership is not visible on the noun itself, the class of a noun can be seen from the agreements 
that it triggers.   

This is unlike noun class marking, which, as we saw, is often related to the presence of 
dependent elements.   

         Wolof 
(7) a.  xaal   wi  “the melon” 

   b.  xale   bi   “the child” 
 

In other words, noun classifiers (may) appear in the absence of demonstratives, adjectives, 
articles, etc. 

 
 Unlike typical noun class systems, the choice of noun classifier is always semantically based. 

 
       Jakaltek  Noun Classifiers  (approximately 24 in total) 

(8) a.   kunam   ‘god’ 
   b.   kumi’    ‘goddess’ 
   c.   ya’     ‘respected person’ 
   d.   naj     ‘non-kin man’ 
   e.   ix      ‘non-kin woman’ 
   f.    naj ni’an  ‘non-kin boy’ 
   g.  ix ni’an   ‘non-kin girl’  
   h.   ho’     ‘male relative’ 
    i. no’      ‘animal’ 
    j.  ixim    ‘corn’ 
    k.  tx’otx’   ‘earth, soil’ 
 
Noun classifiers in Jakaltek always relate to some characteristic of a noun “animal”, “plant”, 
“useful”. 
 
 Noun classifiers are independent words, not affixes. 
 Unlike noun class systems, in noun classifier languages not every noun has to take a noun 

classifier. 
 A single noun can be used with different noun classifiers, which does not seem to be so 

different from noun class systems, but very distinct from gender systems. 
 

Jakaltek:  a 40 year old respected man would be referred to by different noun classifiers: 
 
naj   -companions and people of same age  
ho’   -his family 
ya’ -young people and non-intimate people of the same age 
ya’ix  -if you want to insult the man (otherwise used for young or irrelevant people) 
 
Yidiny:  a closed set of approximately 20 noun classifiers.  The classifiers fall into two groups 
inherent nature classifiers and function classifiers.   
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The inherent nature classifiers split into humans (waguja “man”, bunya “woman”, bama 
“person”), fauna (jarruy “bird”, maŋum “frog”, munyimunyi “ant”), flora (jugi “tree”, narra 
“vine”), natural objects (buri “fire”,  jabu “earth”), and artefacts (gala “spear”, baji “canoe”).   
 
The function classifers are minya “edible flesh food”, mayi “edible non-flesh food”, bulmba 
“habitable”, bana “drinkable”, wirra “movable”, gugu “purposeful noise”. 
 
The classifier that is used depends upon what aspect of the noun is being focused on.  All ants 
occur with the classifier munyimunyi.  However, only the edible ant species may also be used 
with the function classifier minya “edible flesh food”.   
 
 Multiple noun classifiers may occur within one noun phrase. 
 
     Yidiny 

(9) nanji       [bama              waguuja      wurgun ]       muyNga    gunda:alna 
   we.NOM   cl.person.ABS  cl.man.ABS   teenager.ABS  scar.ABS     cut+purp 
   ‘We must cut tribal marks [on] the teenage boy”   
 
 Noun classifiers are very often transparently related to regular nouns: 
 
     Jakaltek 

(10) ka-wanh   heb’   naj      winaj 
     2-person   pl      cl.man  man 
     “the two men”   
 
         Kaqchikel (Mayan) 

(11) a.  xtän  “girl” 
     b.  ri xta  Maria  “Maria” 
 
This entails that language specific tests have to be identified to distinguish noun classifiers from 
nouns. 

         Minangkabau (Austronesian) 
(12) a.  (buruang)  balam 

           cl.BIRD     turtledove 
           “turtledove” 
 
    b.  buruang antu 
         cl.BIRD   ghost 
         “ghost bird” 
 
The noun classifier buruang can be omitted if the referent has already been established in (12)a.  
However, the free noun buruang cannot be omitted in the compound buruang antu.   

 One noun may be used with different noun classifiers, with a change in meaning 
 
Noun classifiers often have anaphoric and referential functions: 
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         Jakaltek 
(13) a.  xil     naj         noʔ 

         saw   cl(man)  cl(animal) 
         “He (man, non-kin)   saw it (animal)” 
 
    b.  kaj     teʔ 
         red     cl(plant) 
         “It (plant) is red”  
 

(14) a.  sonlom         naj      pel 
         marimba.player    cl(man)  pedro 
         “Pedro is a marimba player” 
 
        b.  xax’apni  naj         sonlom   
                arrive       cl(man)  marimba.player 
                   “the marimba player arrived”   
 
         Yidiny 

(15) a.  nyundu     duguur-mu  gada-any    
         you.nom   house-abl      come-past 
         “Have you just come from the house?” 
 
     b. (yiyi)   ngayu    bulmba-m             gada-any 
          yes      I.nom    cl.HABITABLE-abl  come-past 
          “(Yes) I’ve just come from the house” 
 

(16) ngayu  ganguul         bugaany  nyundu   minya                           baga-lnyunda 
     I.erg    wallaby.abs   eat.past    you.nom cl.EDIBLEFLESH.FOOD    spear-subord 
      “I ate the wallaby, which animal you speared” 
 

Inventory of Classifiers 

Languages differ greatly in the inventory of noun classifiers. 
 

 Yidiny – closed class of about 20 noun classifiers 
 Mparntwe  Arrente- closed class of 19 noun classifiers 
 Minangkabau – open class, almost any noun can function as a classifier 

 
Usually, noun classifiers form a closed class. 

 Globally, noun classes are less semantically transparent than noun classifiers.  Remember 
that noun classifiers are always semantically based. 

Numeral Classifiers 

The most commonly identified type of noun classification device is “numeral classifiers”: 

         Mandarin (Sino-Tibetan; China) 
(17) a.  san     ge   rén 

         three  cl    person 
         “three people” 
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    b.  wǔ    jià  fējī 
         five   cl   airplane 
         “five airplanes” 
 
         Vietnamese (Mon-Khmer) 

(18) a.  hai    con  chó    ấy 
         two   cl    dog     that 
         “those two dogs” 
 
      b. mấy    cái  bàn      này 
         few     cl    table   this 
         “these few tables” 
 
     c. các  quả   cam        kia 
         pl     cl     orange    yonder 
         “those oranges over there” 
   
 Canonically, in numeral classifier languages, the classifiers are obligatory when a numeral or 

numeral-like/quantifying expression (all, some, a few, etc.) is present. 
 

 Recall that noun classifiers occur independently of other elements in the noun phrase.  
That is, in noun classifier languages, the noun classifier may or may not occur with 
numerals. 

 Another defining property of numeral classifiers is that like noun classifiers, numeral 
classifiers do not trigger agreement.  That is, there is never any agreement in numeral 
classifiers between the noun and any other constituent.   Recall that gender/noun class 
languages display concord: 

 
Like noun classifier languages, the choice of numeral classifier is always semantic.  

(19)                           Semantics of Some Thai Numeral Classifiers 
Noun Type Classifier 

things an 

persons khon 

vehicles roht, kan 

houses lang 

children/balls/fruit luk 

animals sat, tuwa 

plants, trees ton 

flat things/tofu/plywood/paper pen 

books/knives lem 
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That there is a semantic basis for classification can also be seen by looking at novel nouns in 
Thai and the classifiers they take: 

 
(20)                               Classification of New Thai Nouns 

Classifier Old Nouns New Nouns 
say waterway, belt airline, catheter, IV tube 
sen noodle, hair, string chromosome, spaghetti 
met seed, button, gem coffee bean, pill (e.g. paxil) 
phaen tile, plot of land, dried 

mango paste 
record, pizza, bread slice 

ton plant Christmas tree 
muan rolls of things toilet paper, cassette tape 
theaeng pencil, ingot popsicle, chalk, chocolate 

bar, lipstick 
 

Assamese (Indo-European; India, Bangladesh)   

Approximately 10 numeral classifiers, conflating sex, intimacy, and politeness. 

(21) zɔn     human males of normal rank (respectful) 
     zɔni    female animals, human females (disrespectful)   
     zɔna    high status humans of either sex    
     gɔraki humans of either sex (respectful) 
 

(22) a.  tini     zɔn                    xɔkhi 
         three  cl.human.male   friend 
         “three friends”  (respectful) 
 
    b.  tini     zɔni                           sowali 
         three  cl.fem.disrespectful  girl 
         “three girls”  (disrespectful) 
 
    c.   tini     gɔraki                       mɔhila 
         three  cl.human.respectful  woman 
         “three women” (respectful) 
 

Typical numeral classifier languages have a general unmarked classifier.  For example, Thai has 
the classifier /an/, which can be used with most inanimates.  There is another general classifier 
/tua/, which seems to be stylistically marked as “slangy” (used most often by university 
students).  

 Another major difference between noun classes and numeral classifiers (and perhaps 
noun classifiers) is that noun classes are closed classes.  That is, it is very difficult to add 
new noun classes.  

However, in numeral classifier languages, the set of numeral classifiers can be rather open, as in 
noun classifier languages: 
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(23)                               Some New Numeral Classifiers in Thai 
Classifier Pre-Classifier Meaning Nouns in Class 
kreuang paraphernalia typewriter, computer, 

radio 
khem needle hypodermic injections 
chut dress, suit sets of things, dress, 

bathing suit 
rian coin dollar 
lawt tube test tube, light bulb, 

drinking straw 
 

Frequently, numeral classifiers are independent, but, sometimes they are affixes.  However, this 
may be epiphenomenal:  many of the numeral classifier languages are of the isolating type. 

Like noun classifier systems, in numeral classifier systems, not every noun need occur with a 
numeral classifier  and/or there may be nouns that cannot occur with a numeral classifier. 

Valency 

A “predicate” is an element that encodes/expresses a relation between entities or 
encodes/expresses a state of being.  

The entities related by a predicate or whose state of being is expressed by a predicate are the 
“arguments” of the predicate. 

(24) a.  the boy kicked the ball  kick (the boy, the ball)  kick(x,y) 
     b. the girl laughed       laugh (the girl)       laugh(x) 
     c.  the ball is red        red (the ball)         red(x) 
 
The notion of “predicate” is not defined in terms of syntactic category: 

(25) a.  peter envies the seniors   envy (peter, the seniors)                     Verb 
   
     b.  peter is  envious of the seniors   envious (peter, the seniors)   Adjective 
 
     c. peter’s envy of the seniors   envy (peter, the seniors)        Noun 
 
As the examples in (24) attest, predicates differ in the number of (obligatory) arguments. 

A “one place” predicate has one argument and therefore expresses a state of being or describes 
an action that only affects the entity performing the action (i.e. ordinary intransitives). 
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A “two place” predicate has two arguments,  “three place” predicate has three arguments, etc. 

(26)                               Table 1.  Predicate Types 
Category 1-Place 

Predicate 
2-Place 
Predicate 

3-Place 
Predicate 

Verb laugh, arrive hit, love give, show 
Adjective red, tall jealous, angry 

at 
 

Preposition up, down in, above, 
below 

between 

Noun man, child mother, brother ? 
 

The particular constellation of arguments that occur with a predicate are said to express realize 
the “argument structure” of the predicate.  

The argument structure of the predicate hit requires/specifies: 

(27) a.  an entity capable of hitting 
     b. an entity capable of being hit 
 
We typically deal with the obligatory arguments of predicates.  Optional adjuncts can be added 
to a basic predicate: 

(28) a.  *the diplomat destroyed 
     b.  the diplomat destroyed the dossiers 
     c.  the diplomat destroyed the dossiers after the clandestine meeting 
 
The arguments of a predicate are correspond to particular “theta roles”, which therefore 
intuitively correspond to appropriate semantic roles. 

 
Grammatical and Semantic Roles 
 
The relation between the verb and the noun phrases and prepositional phrases in a sentence can 
be described in various ways. 

(29) John gives Mary books  every week 
 
The grammatical roles/relations in (1) are as follows:    

(30)  john is the subject 
      mary is the indirect object 
     books  is the direct object 
 
Why do we say john is the ‘subject’?  

 john controls agreement on the verb: 

(31) a.  john gives mary books        singular subject 
  b.  john and paul give mary books  plural subject 
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 The direct object and indirect objects bear a particular relation to the verb too.  
Canonically, in English, the direct object and indirect object follow the verb, while the 
subject precedes it. 

 There are other grammatical roles, e.g. oblique, applied object, etc., which we will see as 
we progress.  But, agent, patient, beneficiary, instrument, and locative are the most 
important typologically. 

Grammatical roles are defined by morphological or syntactic properties, e.g. verbal agreement. 

Example (29) has DPs with the following semantic roles: 

(32)  john is the agent 
     mary is the recipient or benefactor 
    books is the patient or theme 
 
The characterization of the semantic roles will remain somewhat loose.  For example, we usually 
attribute intention or control to an agent.  The patient is what is primarily affected by the agent.     

Canonically, subjects are agents, however, there is no inherent relation between being an agent 
and being a subject.  For example, English allows non-agents to be subjects: 

 

(33) a.  Lightening destroyed the house 
     b. The boys are hungry 
 
Marking Grammatical and Semantic Roles 

Languages differ in how they grammatically encode semantic roles: 

 

(34) lekk-e-naa                ceeb  bi     kuddu         DP Instrument 
      eat-INSTR-1SG.PERF   rice   the   spoon 
      “I ate the rice with a spoon”  
 

(35) lekk-naa          ceeb    bi    ak      kuddu                 PP Instrument 
      eat-1SG.PERF    rice     the  with  spoon 
      “I ate the rice with a spoon”  
 

 

 

 

 


